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M.A.W. Enterprises Private Limited: Rating placed on Watch1 with 

Negative Implications 

December 06, 2022 
 

Summary of rating action: 

Instrument*  
Last Rated Limits 

(NPR million) 

Current Rated 

Limits (NPR million) 
Rating Action 

   Short-term loans; Fund based  2,250 2,250 [ICRANP] A3+@ 2 ; placed on 

Watch with Negative 

Implications  
   Short-term loans; Non-fund based  1,960 1,960 

 Total 4,210 4,210 
* Instrument details are provided in Annexure-1 

 

Rating action   
ICRA Nepal has placed the short-term loan rating of M.A.W. Enterprises Private Limited (MAW) on Watch with Negative 

Implications, as indicated by [ICRANP] A3+@ (pronounced ICRA NP A three plus). 

 

Rationale 
The rating Watch with Negative Implications mainly factors in the expected impact on the company’s financial and 

liquidity profile, emanating from the ongoing demand constriction due to the inflationary economic outlook and liquidity 

crisis in banking leading to high interest rates, thereby escalating the total cost of ownership of the vehicles. Though only 

~20% of the company’s revenue sources in FY2022 were impacted by the government’s import restrictions3, MAW’s 

revenues witnessed steeper decline of ~61% in Q1FY2023 on YoY basis on account of industry-wide slowdown. Further, 

the decline in the company’s gross profitability during FY2022 accentuates the concerns arising from the likely sharp 

reduction in scale over the near term. MAW would also be facing major liquidity pressures given the central bank’s 

requirement of high cash margin for import of 2Ws/spares.  

 

The rating is also constrained by the intense competition from the industry leaders in the 2W segment viz. Bajaj and 

Honda in the motorcycle and scooter segments, respectively. MAW’s product concentration risk is also high with ~78% 

of its 2W sales in FY2022 coming from the FZ and Ray-Z series. The company’s inventory levels also spiked due to the 

demand slowdown, thereby increasing its working capital intensity4 to ~35% for FY2022. Though the company’s interest 

coverage ratio remained satisfactory at ~3.1 times for FY2022, likely margin pressures and sharp increase in borrowing 

rates is likely to moderate these indicators over the near to medium term. Going forward, the company’s ability to 

judiciously manage its working capital levels and attain adequate revenue/margins will remain crucial.  

 

Nonetheless, the rating derives comfort from the company’s largely controlled gearing and total debt (TD) to OPBDITA 

levels of ~1.5 times and ~3.6 times for FY2022. These indicators could further improve with the concomitant reduction 

in debt after the recent handover of Skoda PV trading segment to a newly established sister concern. ICRA Nepal also 

continues to take comfort from the company’s long track record of operations as dealer of Yamaha 2W (since 1975) and 

the established presence of the MAW Group across diversified automotive trading segments.  

 

 

 
1 Please refer here for details on rating watch and its meaning. 
2 '@’ indicates rating on Watch with Negative Implications 
3 For passenger vehicles-PVs and two-wheelers-2Ws>150 CC starting from April 27, 2022; this is being discontinued after mid-
December 2022. 
4 Net working capital to operating income  

http://www.icranepal.com/
https://www.icranepal.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/What-is-a-Rating-Watch-and-what-does-it-convey.pdf
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Key rating drivers  
 

Credit strengths 
Satisfactory leverage levels – The company has reported largely controlled leverage levels in recent years with gearing 

and TD/OPBDITA of ~1.5 times and ~3.6 times for FY2022. This was mainly supported by healthy cash accruals over the 

years. Given the recent handover of Skoda trading segment to a sister concern (from mid-August 2022), the debt levels 

are also expected to reduce accordingly, thereby lowering the leverage levels. This is also expected to help MAW in 

maintaining interest coverage ratio of ~2 times over the near to medium term (3.1 times in FY2022), despite the impact 

of rising interest rates, likely sales slowdown and margin pressures. However, any significant dividend withdrawal and 

any large non-core investments/financial support to group companies would impact the leverage levels and hence could 

also have a bearing over the rating.   

 

Long track record and financial flexibility being a flagship company of the MAW Group – MAW has been the sole 

authorised dealer of Yamaha 2Ws in Nepal since 1975 and Skoda PVs since 2007. With its long track record, MAW has a 

diverse retail presence across the country through 105 showrooms for Yamaha 2Ws (including 104 regional dealerships), 

which would be driving the revenue growth from diverse geographies. MAW is the flagship company of the reputed 

MAW Group, which has an established presence (~55 years) across diversified businesses, mainly automobile and 

ancillary trading. Apart from the brands dealt under the company, the Group also holds dealership of JCB construction 

equipment (CE), Fiat and Jeep PVs, and MAN trucks, among others. The promoters have developed extensive business 

linkages over the years along with good working relationships with major banks. The company also had unutilised 

drawing power at ~9% as of mid-July 2022, which also offers some financial flexibility. 

 

Credit challenges 
Weakening in demand outlook amid the inflationary environment could further pressurise margins – Despite largely 

steady revenue base, MAW reported a drop in gross profitability during FY2022 to ~12% from ~15% in FY2021. However, 

the operating margins reported slight improvement, aided mainly by the control over marketing/administrative costs; 

the sustainability of the same remains to be seen. The demand outlook has sharply weakened from the start of FY2023, 

which is evident from ~60% drop in revenues during Q1FY2023. Inflationary economic outlook and high interest rates 

are likely to keep the demand levels lower over the near to medium term. Amid this backdrop, MAW could face further 

pressures in gross profit margins as seen during FY2022.  

 

Liquidity pressures amid elongated working capital cycle and regulatory challenges – The automobile dealership 

industry is working capital intensive in nature and accordingly, the short-term working capital loans account for the whole 

of MAW’s debt. The company’s working capital intensity also reported a further increase in FY2022 to ~35% (~30% in 

FY2021) with inventory and debtor days of 90 and 42 respectively. The central bank’s regulation requiring 50% cash 

margin for import of 2Ws (>150 cc) could further stress its liquidity profile, once import is opened 5 up again for this 

segment which accounted for ~7% of overall revenues in FY2022. The company’s ability to control working capital levels 

and reduce debt in accordance with lower revenue levels remains to be seen. 

 

Intense competition and high dependence on a few models – MAW faces stiff competition from the dealerships of larger 

players in the 2W-segment like Bajaj in the motorcycle segment and Honda in the scooter segment, along with other 

growing brands like TVS. However, the Group is approaching completion of its assembly plant for 2Ws, which could 

provide competitive edge and help support margins. Nonetheless, MAW’s product concentration risk continues to 

remain high with the sales of its popular motorcycle FZ series and scooter Ray-Z series accounting for ~53% and ~25% of 

2W sales in FY2022. Dependency on a few models is likely to increase over the medium term after the handover of PV 

segment (Skoda division), which accounted for ~13% of the company’s total revenue for FY2022.  

 

Links to last rating rationale:    

Rationale-MAW_BLR Surveillance-May 2021 

 
5 restrictions to be lifted from 16th of December 2022 as per cabinet meeting held on 6th December 2022 

http://www.icranepal.com/
https://www.icranepal.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/171.-Rationale_M.A.W.-Enterprises-P.-Ltd._BLR-Surveillance_May-2021.pdf
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Analytical approach: For arriving at the rating, ICRA Nepal has applied its rating methodology as indicated below.  

Links to applicable criteria:    

Corporate Credit Rating Methodology  

 

About the company   
Established in 1965 as a private firm and converted into a private limited company in 2011, M.A.W. Enterprises Private 

Limited (MAW) is the authorised dealer of Yamaha 2Ws and Skoda PVs in Nepal (since 1975 and 2007, respectively). Its 

registered office is in Biratnagar, Morang with one self-owned showroom in Kathmandu and 104 regional dealerships 

across the country for the 2W segment. The company is a part of the MAW Group, which has operations across various 

trading and financial services sectors in Nepal. As of now, the company’s shares are held by three members of the Agarwal 

family. Mr. Vishnu Kumar Agarwal is the Managing Director of MAW as well as most other Group companies. 

 

Key financial indicators  

 
FY2019 

(Audited) 

FY2020  

(Audited) 

FY2021   

(Audited)  

FY2022 

(Provisional) 

Operating income (OI; NPR million) 10,477 8,825 15,440 16,850 

OPBDITA/OI (%) 6.2% 5.7% 5.8% 6.7% 

Total debt/Tangible net worth (TNW; times) 1.39 1.55 1.92 1.49 

Total outside liabilities/TNW (times) 1.57 1.76 2.27 1.65 

Total debt/OPBDITA (times) 2.85 4.31 4.05 3.60 

Interest coverage (times) 2.73 1.78 4.35 3.09 

DSCR (times) 2.55 2.12 3.57 3.38 

Net working capital/OI (%) 25% 34% 30% 35% 

Source: Company data 

 

Annexure-1: Instrument details  

Instrument (Amounts in NPR Million) Last Rated Limits Current Rated Limits  Rating Action  

Non-fund based facilities; Short term (A) 1,960 1,960 

[ICRANP] A3+@; 

placed on Watch with 

Negative Implications 

 

Letter of credit - LC  1,940 1,940 

LC (within funded limits) (450) (450) 

Bank guarantee – BG 20 20 

BG (within funded limits) (60) (60) 

   

Fund-based facilities; Short term (B) 2,250 2,250 

Trust receipt loans/ Short-term loans/ Overdraft 2,250 2,250 

Fund based limits (within other limits) (2,070) (2,070) 

   

 Grand total (A+B) 4,210 4,210 

 

Analyst Contacts  
Mr. Rajib Maharjan (Tel No. +977-1-4419910/20) 
rajib@icranepal.com    
  

Mr. Pragati Shrestha (Tel No. +977-1-4419910/20) 

pragati@icranepal.com 

http://www.icranepal.com/
https://www.icranepal.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/CorporateCreditRatingMethodology08292018.pdf
https://www.icra.in/Rating/ShowMethodologyReport/?id=464&Title=Corporate%20Credit%20Rating%20Methodology&Report=Corporate%20Credit%20Rating,%20Methodology,%20Mar%202017.pdf
mailto:rajib@icranepal.com
mailto:pragati@icranepal.com
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Relationship Contacts   
Ms. Barsha Shrestha (Tel No. +977-1-4419910/20) 
barsha@icranepal.com    
 

About ICRA Nepal Limited  
ICRA Nepal Limited, the first credit rating agency of Nepal, is a subsidiary of ICRA Limited (ICRA) of India. It was licensed 

by the Securities Board of Nepal (SEBON) on October 3, 2012. ICRA Nepal is supported by ICRA Limited through a technical 

support services agreement, which envisages ICRA helping ICRA Nepal in areas such as rating process and methodologies, 

analytical software, research, training, and technical and analytical skill augmentation.  

 

Our parent company, ICRA Limited, was set up in 1991 by leading financial/investment institutions, commercial banks 

and financial services companies as an independent and professional investment information and credit rating agency. 

Today, ICRA and its subsidiaries together form the ICRA Group of Companies.  

For more information, visit www.icranepal.com   

 

ICRA Nepal Limited 

Sunrise Bizz Park, 6th Floor, Dillibazar, Kathmandu, Nepal. 

Phone: +977 1 4419910/20 

Email: info@icranepal.com 

Web: www.icranepal.com 
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